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About This Game

Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2 is the only multi-platform, first-person, modern shooter exclusively designed around the sniper
experience. It takes the bulls-eye precision of its predecessor to new and exciting heights, offering more diverse sniper

challenges; a rebuilt AI system and the thrilling “one shot, one kill” precision that made the original a huge hit, selling 3 million
copies worldwide. Taking advantage of the advanced capabilities of the CryENGINE3, Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2 also delivers

striking graphic environments.

Key Features

Motion Sense Trigger System: an innovative first in which the way the player touches the controller influences the on-
screen shot. Like in real-world sniping, in-game shooting requires a steady squeeze of the pad’s trigger so that when the
round is fired, the rifle is more accurate. Jerk the trigger and the round is thrown off, thus missing the target and alerting
a highly motivated enemy to your presence.

Realistic Ballistics: the hallmark of the Sniper franchise is the realism of its shooting dynamics. Wind speed, distance,
gravity and bullet-drop all play critical roles in the performance of your shot.

Refined Shooting Mechanics: a proper breathing technique to steady your heart rate is as important as calculating the
time on target of your round, and the best snipers control both their heart and their head. From acquisition of target until
the slow steady trigger pull, a sniper must pull together everything to achieve the ideal “one shot; one kill.”

Improved Enemy AI: the Artificial Intelligence (AI) system was completely re-tooled and designed from scratch. Much
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of the improvements were made possible from the switch to the CryEngine 3. Expect everything from flanking
movements to frontal assaults as the enemy tries to engage you in close quarters where your rifle is less effective.

New Target-Rich Environments: Sniper Ghost Warrior 2 adds new urban environments like Sarajevo and treacherous
mountain terrain to go along with jungles that are as lush and deadly as ever.

Various Difficulty Levels: To diversify gameplay and make it accessible to the widest group of gamers, CI Games is
introducing three difficulty levels that totally change the nature of the game. You decide how to play – either relax and
be the ultimate predator or test your skill and experience the game on Expert Mode.

Bullet-Cam: everyone’s favorite feature returns to reward expert shots and show the battlefield from a totally new
viewpoint. See what the transfer of kinetic energy – a bullet’s true stopping power – can do to the enemy from 1000
meters or more!

Bullet Penetration: concealment doesn’t necessarily mean cover. In Sniper: Ghost Warrior 2, bullets behave as they
would in real life and are able to dispatch enemies hiding behind various types of covers. You can also try to line up your
enemies and let a single round take out an entire squad. Wait ‘til you see that on Bullet Cam!

Expanded List of Sniper Rifles: Try out the world’s most advanced sniper rifles, each of them meticulously recreated so
that they accurately simulate the modern weaponry found on today’s battlefields.

New Gear: own the night with the introduction of thermal and night vision optics, plus a pair of powerful binoculars
critical for locating the enemy before they spot you.
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Pretty cool game. First sniper game I've ever played and I enjoyed it a lot. Story was okay, nothing impressive but gave the right
army-kinda ethos. I played my first trial on expert (to get all achievements in one run) and would advise others to do the same
since the game no casual is really childsplay.
I tried the multiplayer a bit, but that wasn't too much fun, only 2 maps and way too many pro's \/ hackers.

The worst thing about the game are the crashes (DON'T EVER ALT-TAB, when you get back to your game it's all f'ed up and
you probably need to restart your PC) and the 4 (YES: FOUR) unskippable ads when you start the game which it's just
outragious (for sure combined with the bugs that require a restart or 3)

But all in all are the bugs and ads not enough reason to not recommend a nice game like this. You probably won't spend as much
hours in it as I did (since most people are done in a 5-8 hours) so it might be a good idea to wait for a sale.. It would be great if i
can move more freely (like with other cryengine game at least), it's like playing inside a cage. I feels so restricted. There's many
glitches too. The game looks pretty, but is it just me or there's no options to turn off the blur. Buy it if it's on sale.. Sarajevo act
was nice. Some story telling cuts are much better than Call of Duty series.. The sniping gameplay itself is enjoyable, however
thats literally the only enjoyable thing about this game. The story and dialogues are absolutely atrocious,sound and animations
are very poor but the by far worst thing: It's no joke the most scripted game I have ever played in my entire life. if you shoot the
ennemys in a differrent order or only second before or after your spotter tells you to, you get instantly spotted and ennemys
come running for you from literally 600 metres across the map, knowing where you are the second you shot ur bullet. Why ?
Because you didnt do what the game told you to do at the the time and place it told you to do it. This game doesnt take your
hand and leads you along the path of the game, it puts you in handcuffs, points a gun at your face and screams at you to do what
it wants you to do. therefore, if you dont want to feel like an african-american on a plantation in Alabama during the 1840s,
you're better off not touching this game. If you do not mind this and the other flaws I mentioned however, I wish you a good
time.. Best Sniper Franchises Game for Low Specs PC. 4\/10. - One of the worst shooter games I have ever played. Graphics are
beautiful but the sniping sucks tremendously.

I was very excited to originally play this as it was my first ever Ghost Warrior and the game looked phenomenal...but when
entering the game I truly realised why it was such a cheap price. The sniping mechanics of this game as god awful & truly not
fun whatsoever. The story didn't really seem interesting whatsoever and if anything just an A-B-C objective. Just go here, go
there etc.

I am disappointed but I guess not every game can be amazing. - The graphics were phenomenal for this game but the gameplay
itself was not. Don't recommend.
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